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Being Careful What We Wish For - posted by dolfan (), on: 2016/12/23 9:01
The killing of Amis Amri in Milan today is raising a question in media: 

Counterterrorism law does not allow arrests without sufficient cause in fact, but the folks who are being caught and killed
or arrested after a terror act are almost always people on counterterrorism watch lists.  Is there a way to bridge the gap f
rom watching to preventing?

The unavoidable answer is "yes, but."  Yes, but it will require a relaxation of probable cause.  Mere suspicion, not neces
sarily even well articulated suspicion, is the only remaining choice outside of a plain admission of arbitrary, capricious se
lection of who to detain, how and for how long.  
As it is now probable cause is, at least in name, still the standard in America for arrest and detention.

My gut is that probable cause will be drastically redefined and reapplied,  but probably not abandoned as a phrase.  It is,
after all, a valuable idea to let people think they still have rights.  This is where I urge caution.

Whatever else we all might believe about our government and who is and will run it, the nature of government never cha
nges. Ever.  No matter who or what party runs it.  The nature of government is always to increase power for itself. Alway
s. Its nature is always to increase government power at the expense of the power of individuals. Please, Christians, nev
er forget it.  Never err in your thinking on the side of government. 

There are no heroes for Christians in Washington, in our state capitals, in our city halls or courts.  The hostility toward G
od is stronger than ever and our guard of our hearts may be, itself, relaxed. The serpent is subtle.  The great inertia of th
e age is that the sweep of humanity is to be deceived, and the swell of that tide reaches through the church indiscreetly. 

A picture is forever stamped in my mind's eye of a large church in Gulfport, MS after Katrina in 2005. A pastor buddy an
d I loaded a truck with donated supplies and drove down to deliver them to a couple of congregations there and in Pass 
Christian, MS.  We were taken to the site of this large church. It sat on the beachfront, a majestic structure. The swell of 
the surge had ignored the boundary of the land and reached into that building through the front and gripped its monstrou
s hand throughout, within and without, and yanked hard back toward the gulf.  The shell of that building remained intact, 
and from some angles it looked almost as if nothing had happened.

This is the American church. The surge is coming.  We can, and a few will, take shelter in the Spirit, in the Word and trut
h, in prayer, WITH one another.  That does not guarantee anything. We may be overwhelmed, too.  

Re: Being Careful What We Wish For, on: 2016/12/23 10:07
Just look at Turkey.

Bro Blaine 

Re: Being Careful What We Wish For, on: 2016/12/23 10:25
Bro Tim writes.........

" We were taken to the site of this large church. It sat on the beachfront, a majestic structure. The swell of the surge had 
ignored the boundary of the land and reached into that building through the front and gripped its monstrous hand throug
hout, within and without, and yanked hard back toward the gulf. The shell of that building remained intact, and from som
e angles it looked almost as if nothing had happened.

This is the American church. The surge is coming. We can, and a few will, take shelter in the Spirit, in the Word and trut
h, in prayer, WITH one another. That does not guarantee anything. We may be overwhelmed, too."
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This is an excellent image of what is happening and what is further to come to the established church. I would argue that
the surge is under way. In Tsunamis there is surge after surge. Jesus used the phrase " birth pangs." The pregnancy of t
he great falling away is almost at full term, what it gives birth to is the anti-christ..........bro Frank
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